**TALKING PHOTO ALBUM**

**DESCRIPTION**

Easy-to-use speech output device holds standard 5x7 inch photos.

The **Talking Photo Album** includes a total of 20 pages, each with a capacity to record a 10 second message.

All it requires is insertion of photos or picture/text cards into the transparent sleeves and record corresponding messages.

**APPLICATIONS**

Ideal for people with dementia wanting to engage in reminiscence discussions, talking stories, communication books, step-by-step instructions, memory books and personal information.

Particularly useful for people living in residential care to encourage communication, and for staff to share with the person their special life memories.

**PURCHASING INFORMATION**

Communicate AT Pty Ltd
Tel: (02) 9971 0409
Price: $69.80+pp

Website: communicateAT.com.au/talking-photo-album.html
email: support@communicateAT.com.au
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**Disclaimer:** This information is a guide only. Alzheimer’s WA Ltd does not endorse any of the manufacturers, suppliers or the use of any of the products featured. It is recommended that an assessment be sought from the Independent Living Centre or an Aged Care Assessment Team prior to purchasing Assistive Technology. Revised 7/11/18